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and a man of the mind who was deeply interested in the political, social, and 
artistic currents of his time. The contributors to this volume do an exemplary 
job of bringing this figure into relief.

•
stacy wolf. Beyond Broadway: The Pleasure and Promise of Musical Theatre across 
America. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2020. Pp. 382, illustrated. $99.00 
(Hb); $29.95 (Pb).
Reviewed by Derek Miller, Harvard University

“Although I spent much of my own childhood and youth performing in local 
musicals, I’d forgotten why they mattered” (314). This confession from the 
epilogue to Stacy Wolf ’s outstanding Beyond Broadway could be my own. 
Making musicals at schools, camps, and community theatres, watching mu-
sicals at dinner theatres and summer festivals – this was my childhood, too, 
now often forgotten in my scholarship. As Wolf ’s journey through these sites 
establishes with unadorned brilliance and care, these places mean a great deal 
to their casts and crews, to their audiences, and to the American musical.

While most studies of musical theatre focus almost exclusively on Broad-
way, Wolf finds the “lifeblood” (4) of the musical in these myriad local prac-
tices. Yes, Broadway creates the musical repertoire, haunts local productions, 
and serves as a benchmark for theatrical success. But these local communities, 
many with little thought of Broadway, produce much of the musical’s eco-
nomic and, more importantly, social value. Touring the United States at a 
moment when television- and internet-driven musicals have expanded the 
genre’s influence, Wolf discovers this national form assuming “the flavor and 
accent and racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic dynamics of the local setting’s 
demographics” (13). Whatever the artistic accomplishment of these produc-
tions – and some are very accomplished – the musical performs important 
social work.

Each chapter describes excursions into a musical theatre subculture. Wolf 
smartly adopts different structures to tell these stories: a script, a road trip 
narrative, a mini biography. A set of essential questions threads through this 
wide-ranging study: How does this musical theatre community imagine its 
relationship to Broadway? How do economic relationships mark this theatre 
subculture? What role do musicians play? And how do racial and gender ine-
qualities appear on both sides of the footlights?

The introduction explains Wolf ’s personal investment in the project, 
describes musical theatre’s current stature, and considers important topics 
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such as licensing and the entanglement of liveness and technology that marks 
contemporary theatrical production. Eight chapters and an epilogue follow. 
Chapter one takes us to the Junior Theatre Festival in Atlanta. The festival’s 
organizer, Musical Theatre International (MTI), uses the competition to en-
courage excitement about musicals while also promoting its products, particu-
larly the licensed “junior” versions of its repertoire that participants perform. 
A similar tension between corporate self-promotion and youth enthusiasm 
appears in chapter seven, which examines the Disney Musicals in Schools 
program. While Disney – which offers free loans of its production materials 
along with coaching for schools in need – tethers its efforts to explicit peda-
gogical work, both Disney and MTI balance amplifying affection for musicals 
against developing their own brands. Wolf, in conscious sympathy with the 
communities she studies, concludes that the social and educational benefits 
of MTI’s festival and Disney’s school productions outweigh the drawbacks of 
their transparently self-interested motives. As she writes of Disney’s program, 
“Neoliberal, yes. Corporate, yes. But empowering nonetheless” (276).

Chapters two and eight trace other forms of for-profit musical theatre in 
training programs for youth and in dinner theatre, respectively. Teacher and 
entrepreneur Marilyn Izdebski exemplifies the “backstage diva” (71) who runs 
musical theatre classes. Even as students stage fabulous productions that show 
off their developing talents, these programs depend heavily on the director’s 
charismatic performances of mature artistry. Dinner theatres rely on similarly 
vigorous leadership from their owners and managers but embrace commerce 
more overtly. Wolf ’s visits to four businesses in Colorado find subtle distinc-
tions among the theatres’ brands, expressed in decor and programming.

Musicals performed by young people appear in chapters three and six, 
as well as in the previously discussed first and seventh chapters. Chapter six 
finds musicals bonding cabins of young women together in joyous ritual cele-
brations of gender, Jewishness, and musical theatre at summer camp. Chapter 
three describes underfunded arts programs in three public midwestern high 
schools, which all demonstrate ingenuity and fortitude in staging the chal-
lenging Into the Woods (1986). Wolf observes how selecting and casting shows 
in smaller towns raises difficult questions about local political values in rela-
tion to musical theatre’s generally progressive politics.

Community theatre (chapter four) and outdoor summer musicals 
(chapter five) highlight the blurred lines between amateur and professional 
performance. Wolf admires community theatre’s professional ambitions, ex-
emplified by participants’ “behavior and comportment, commitment and ef-
fort” (177). They develop high-quality productions while building exceptional 
networks of individuals and even whole families who make and see shows 
together. Outdoor musicals in California, Texas, and New Jersey, meanwhile, 
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become local institutions, celebrated as much for the theatregoing experience, 
often casual and picnic-like, as for their performances.

These brief summaries convey poorly the book’s exceptional achievement, 
namely its intimate ethnographic portraits of each of these communities. A 
list of Wolf ’s dramatis personae would encompass many pages, and the map 
of Wolf ’s travels would cover the continental United States and even, in the 
epilogue on a local performing arts centre, Hawai‘i. Wolf relates warm, per-
sonal stories of discovery, all clearly told and delightfully illustrated. Scholars 
working in any genre will have much to learn from Wolf ’s vision of American 
theatre as a set of local practices in places far beyond our usual purview.

As I accompanied Wolf on her travels, I wondered: does the content 
of these musicals actually matter? Wolf recognizes the racism and misogyny 
so common in the American musical, particularly in the shows most pop-
ular among the communities she studies. But she values the communities 
built around these productions over the messages they reproduce. Might this 
canon, then, be replaced by an overtly antiracist, queer one? Or does South 
Pacific’s (1949) orientalism, to take one example, remain central to its success? 
If the latter, I wondered somewhat poignantly, what kinds of communities do 
these musicals really build? Wolf sees racial, gender, and economic disparities 
clearly. But how, if at all, do these musical theatre productions help commu-
nities recognize and fight these inequalities?

Other intrepid scholars will have to follow Wolf ’s path to answer these 
difficult questions. Fortunately, in Beyond Broadway, we now have an inspir-
ing map to guide us. Wolf has drawn an unparalleled view of theatre’s role 
across the country and made an affirmative case for musicals as essential tools 
for building local communities.
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